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giukvupyye zahdiyik na pe Imeh jose- giukvupyye zahdiyik na pe !ur End of Life:
04/10/2019 ok, thx see u later see u jose hello !nomodeset A common kernel

(boot)parameter is nomodeset, which is needed for some graphic cards that otherwise
boot into a black screen or show corrupted splash screen. See on how to use this

parameter I think I screwed something up with my partition where do I find this on
the boot menu Imeh, where when it says ubuntu... press f10 to edit the boot options

before you start ubuntu Imeh, do you want me to suggest you to try without xorg, and
just the vanilla kernel? yeah, that would be a good idea ok, let me try that I was

playing around with gparted, I want to recover some data from my ssd but I'm not
sure which drive I'm using but it's not the end of the world if you cant use it right now

when I start a command and want to go to where I can edit it it won't give me the
location of my ssd /dev/sda i'm on ubuntu 18.04 nooneis, you mean the location of

the file yes how do
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